
DISCUSSION 
G U I D E

The Word of God has authority and provides the practical wisdom we need 
to live God’s way.

• Scripture is authoritative. Continue in the practice from last week of 
choosing some of your favorite Scripture passages and reading them 
aloud together before you begin your discussion. 

• Read 2 Timothy 3:10-17. What encouragements and cautions does Paul 
give to Timothy in this passage? Who are the deceivers and imposters? 
What does Paul say they will do and what should our response be? 

• 2 Chronicles 34:14-21, 30-31 tells us of what happened when the people 
found the Word of God after it was neglected for two generations. How 
did the king, and subsequently the people, respond when it was found 
and read aloud? 

Use these questions in your Life Group gatherings or for further discussion as a family.
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SERMON RECAP

THE LEAD IN

GOING DEEPER

GETTING INTO THE TEXT

PRAYER

• Who are the voices that you listen to for guidance and truth? Have 
you discerned their character, watched their life, and observed their 
faith? Why is that important? What might happen if we are unaware of a 
teacher’s qualifications?  

• Paul tells us that Scripture is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting, 
and training in righteousness. How have you seen those things be true in 

• Ask God to build your personal desire for Scripture and your Oikos may be 
changed by the truth found in the Word of God. 
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